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POSTOFFICE ROBBED
SPRING HOLIDAYS TO RIFLEMEN COMPLETE KING COTTON REIGNS CLARKE IS ELEGTED
BEGIN MARCH 2
AT SENIORS' BALL BASKETBALL CAPTAIN BY UNMASKED PAIR
CORPS JREA MATGH
Announcement
of
Holidays Several
Shoulder-to-Shoulder Coronation of "Queen of the Romaine Smith to Be Alternate Daring Men Make Complete
And Lifting of QuaranCaptain
Matches Will Be ScheGetaway
Cotton Ball" Will Be
tine Welcomed by
duled
Feature
The U. S. Postoffice here was robbed
Following their elimination from the
Cadets
The standing of the rifle team for
According to an announcement made the last week was good.
In a tela few days ago, the annual spring egraphic match with a number of the
holidays will begin on the afternoon best teams in the south, the Bengals
of March 26 and terminate tne mgnt ui stood well above the half-way mark.
April 1.
Most of the competing teams have been
organized and trained for a much longer
These holidays will be looked forperiod than the Clemson team.
ward to with much eagerness by every
In the Fourth Corps Area match,
cadet, for they will mean the first real
standing position, the team managed to
break in the long monotony made necesshoot some excellent scores. Crymes
sary by almost three months of restricstood first with a score of 89. Weston
tion to the campus and several weeks
and Littlejohn tied for second place with
of state quarantine.
an 85 each. As these scores were fired
By the recommendation of the col- in one of the most difficult positions
lege surgeon the quarantine, which has known and as the highest possible score
been in effect for several weeks was re- for any position is a 100, Clemson has
moved at noon Tuesday. The state of very good reason to be proud of her
health of the Corps of Cadets is great- sharpshooters. At the beginning of this
ly improved, Dr. Milford stated Tues- match, it looked as if the team was going to "blow up"; however, the men ralday morning.
lied and some good scores were turned
Cadet William Sanders, who has beer,
in.
sick with meningitis, was released from
The Bengal team is fairly quivering
the college hospital last Friday, and is to get into a shoulder to shoulder match,
now at his home in Summerville. Cadet
and it is probable that they will soon
Padgett is sitting up a great deal of be granted this pleasure. Some of the
the time now, and Dr. Milford said men always show up best on this type
that he will probably be dismissed from of match; although it is very trying on
the hospital next Friday. According the beginner who is apt to take "buck
to Dr. Milford the illness has not left
fever". When this happens, the affected
either of these boys physically impaired.
one is very likely to think that the ague
Cadet Casey, who suffered a frac- has struck him. Now that the quarantine
turd skull some time ago, is now sitting has been lifted, it is very probable that
up in a rolling chair in the Anderson the team will make several trips.
If official recognition were given this
hospital, and he will probably be released from the hospital Tuesday or minor sport, Clemson would soon have
Wednesday. Dr. Milford commended another team of fighting Tigers to which
Cadet Casey for his gameness and stated she could point with pride.
thta he is one of the best patients he
has ever known.

eOLF COURSE IS NOW
READY FOR PLAY

,*

King Cotton will reign supreme as
monarch of the campus here Friday
night at the initial Cotton Ball. This
event, sponsored by the Senior Dancing Club, is intended primarily to encourage the use of cotton for wearing
apparel. However, this will not prevent the ball from being as brilliant
and colorful an event as any hitherto
given at Clemson.
Many prominent
executives of cotton marketing and
manufacturing organizations have been
invited to attend as honor guests.
Several of these have already signified their intention to be present, and
extended their whole-hearted approval
to the enterprise.
All the young ladies who have been
invited are asked to wear ' cotton
ensembles. The cadets will be attired
in white duck trousers and white cotton shirts, departing from the cotton
motif only in the grey uniform coats
as prescribed by the regulations.
An elaborate system of decorations
for the Field House has been designed
with cotton predominating in the
scheme, interspersed with evergreen
foliage and tinted lights.
Invitations
which have been issued are printed
on novel but practical cotton stationery.
Featuring the ball will be the selection and crowning of the "Queen of
the Cotton Ball", chosen from an assembly of the most beautiful and popular young ladies of the Southland.
The winner will be judged on the attractiveness of her costume as well
as her personal charm and beauty.
Judges of the contest are to be chosen
from the invited guests. One of the
honored guests will also preside over
the coronation ceremony.
Charlie Pace and his Jungaleers will
render the necessary rhythm.
The
Jungaleers, playing at
Clemson for
the first time since the quarantine
went into effect, are expected to wax
hotter than the proverbial fires of Hades. The orchestra has been practicing
tirelessly for weeks in preparation for
the occasion and is in top form; all
the latest dance hits are ready to be
poured out upon the followers of
Terpischore.
Immediately preceding the coronation of the queen will be a grand
march, during which the "Queen of
the Cotton Ball" will be selected.
There will
also
be
five no-break
dances, the third of which will be
an exclusive Senior no-break.
The
no-breaks are sure to be one of the
most enjoyable features of the dance.
All cadets will place their own
girls. Needless to say, the hours will
be form ten until three—leaving ample
time for late dates and breakfast.

On the whole, the general health of
the corps is excellent. The college surgeon has recommended to the President
that no more week-end leaves be granted the cadets until spring holidays, and
that an extra day and night of holidays
Extensive Changes and Imbe given to make up for the loss of
provements Made on Course
week-ends. Dr. Milford realizes the inconvenience which the quarantine precautions have meant to the cadets, and
The new golf course is practically
wishes to thank the student body for completed, and Clemson golfers are
their cooperation during the quarantine. now sure of a permanent place to play.
Work on the course has been in progress
for several weeks with the result chat
we at last have one which can be satisfactorily compared with any in the immediate vicinity.
Flags have been placed in all holes,
and before the end of the week the distance posts, boundary, and direction
W. W. Fridy to Be President markers will be set. The cups are of the
new regulation size which gives a quarter of an inch more diameter to the
W. W. Fridy, of Greenwood, was holes. The new road to the first tee
elected president of the Y. M. C. A. for is accessible from the old ninth green.
the next year at an election Sunday It has been graded and is in perfect
night, March 1. The other officers elect- condition for driving. This convenient
ed at this time were: O. R. Smith, of approach will eliminate the long drive
Central, vice-president; and L. Delk, of over the old road, and parking space is
being marked out at the first tee which
Greenville, as secretary.
Students and all campus folk who
Fridy is well fitted for this position, will soon be available.
are interested in golf are invited to join
The club officers have engaged an the club. It is hoped that all those
having been very active in the "Y'
work during his entire stay at Clemson. attendant who will stay on the grounds who were members in the past and who
He is very prominent in various other at all times, dragging greens and keep- as yet have not reinstated themselves
school activities, and has a high scholas- ing the course in condition generally. will do so at once. No resident on the
As soon as possible a small building campus, faculty member, or student
tic standing.
Both Smith and Delk have been close- will be erected which will be used as a may play on the course until he has
ly connected with the "Y" for quite a registration booth and possibly as a payed for a year's membership.
Arrangements are under way for a
while, and under the leadership of these soft drink stand. Here score cards can
three men, the Y. M. C. A. is assured be procured and notices of handicaps handicap tournament, the details of
which will be announced later.
posted.
of a successful administration.

NEW OFFICERS ELEGTED
FOR Y. M. C. A. POSTS

Southern conference tournament at the
hands of Duke University quintet, tnc
Tigers elected Harold "Bigwheel" Clark
and Romaine Smith, of Central, was
elected alternate captain for next year's
team.
Clark hails from Ware Shoals, and
accomplished an envious record there
before entering the Tiger institution.
He has been a mainstay in the squad
for the past two years as a guard, and
his playing has been instrumental in
quite a few Tiger victories. He is a
hawk in following the ball around the
backboard and his consistent fighting
prowess should make him an inspiring
leader for next year's team.
Smith is also a guard and his basketball career at Clemson has been highly
commendable. He is recognized by
many as being the fastest man on the
squad this year. Before entering Clemson, he was a member of Central High
school team and through his superb
playing it was able to win the district
championship in 1926.
Crain and Gibson will be the only
men lost from this eyar's club, and
with the addition of several promising
members of the freshman suqad, the future looks bright for a successful season next year.

BOXING TEAM CLOSES
SEASON WITH BANQUET
Reuben Seigel Elected Captain
For Next Year; Wofford
to Be Manager
On Monday night, March 2nd, the
boxing team gathered for the last time
for the 1931 season. This final gathering took place in the form of a feed
which everyone
enjoyed
immensely.
Captain Harcombe set the boys up to a
capital feed and they seemed to appreciate it very much.
The chief feature
of the meal, if the word of one banj queteer is to be taken seriously, was
j the veal cutlets and the oversize helping
of ice cream. Coach Guyon in making
the boxers a closing address, expressed
his regret at the outcome of the 1931
schedule and matches, and his hopes that
the 1932 outlook would be better. In
closing he said that although he would
' not be here as coach in 1932, he would
always be just one of the boys, and that
he wanted them to remember him after
he left. The election of a captain and
a manager followed the coach's speech.
Reuben Seigel of Anderson was elected
captain, and W. L. Wofford, of Laurens
was elected manager.
Speeches were made by the outgoing
captain, Cannon, and the incoming captain, Seigel. These speeches were followed by one from the graduating manager, "Catfish" Evans, and another from
the in-coming manager, Wofford.

"The Tiger" staff is making a
close re-check of the mailing list.
All Day Cadets and Special Students turn in their proper address
to P. O. Box 147 in order to be
on the new mailing list.
This
must be done by Friday, March 6.

of government property amounting to
over two thousand dollars at 10:30
Tuesday morning by two unknown
men. Each of them wearing an overcoat, alighted from a new\Buick sedan
in front of the post office building and
made their way directly to the rear
door.
Postmaster L. J. Goodman and two
other employees were taken completely
by surprise. I The clerks were forced to
He on the floor and Mr. Goodman compelled at the point of a pistol to open
the safe. The hold-up men then proceeded to loot the cash drawers, and'
safe, taking everything of value that
might be disposed of. When all tnat.
could be carried with safety had been
seized, they escaped through the small1
door that opens into the lobby. They
had vacated the building and were in
the waiting automobile before the alarm
could be sounded. The machine had
been left running to facilitate an immediate getaway.
Several persons were in the public
part of the building and standing outside but none suspected what had happened until the machine carrying the
robbers was well on its way toward
the state highway east of the post office.
The affair is now in the hands of
postal investigators who were summoned immediately. As yet no trace
of the thieves has been found. They
seem to have made good use of time
since the theft in putting as much distance behind them as possible.

REV, FRANK DEAN WILL
BE LENTEN SPEAKER
Episcopal
Special

Church
Sponsors
Lenten Speakers

On Wednesday night, being known
as church night, the Episcopal Church
is sponsoring special Lenten speakers
who are interested in college work and
college students.
This coming Wednesday night, March 4, the preacher
is Rev. Frank Dean of Wilmington
who for some years has been Executive Secretary of Young Peoples worK
in the Diocese of East Carolina. His
association with young people and college
students
has
therefore been
varied, and from the college student's
point of view a very happy one. Rev.
Mr. Dean was a doctor before he
went into the ministry. It might be
said he knows life and young people.
The Cadet Corps is especially invited
to these servics. Those who care to
meet Dr. Dean ahead of time can
come immediately after Retreat to the
Parish House. There will be light refreshments for those who come immediately after retreat.
Those who
come immediately after supper will
have about an hour in which to meet
Mr. Dean and discuss with him—■
the
quarantine,
week-end
permits,
baseball or spring fever or any thing
else on their minds. The service begins in Church at 7 :,30.
The next
preacher will be Rev. A. S. Lawrence
from Chapel Hill, N. C.
Long Roll extension for those in
Church.
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These little things that should be considered, seem relatively
unimportant to the college student and are not adhered to
as much as they should be. Two of these in particular seem
to be disregarded at Clemson more than any others, and it is
a very common sight to see a student expectorate within a
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
building or cast cigarette butts around the entrance. This
latter
practice manifests itself particularly on the walks and
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
steps
leading
up to the Engineering and Main buildings, and
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Olemson College.
despite the fact that receptacles have been placed to receive
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
such
trash the habit seems to continue. Of course this is
South Carolina.
merely a thoughtless act committed by students hurrying to
and from classes, but would anyone be so thoughtless as to
do this at home?
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EDITORIAL
"THE FINER THINGS OF LIFE"
A number of editorials have appeared in "The Tiger" lately, all pertaining to the ways and means for traveling successfully the road to Fame and Fortune. Much good advice
has been given in these articles on various topics of interest
to college students in their weary journey onward and upward; but let us not lose sight of the so-called "finer things
of life" in this hurry and bustle towards an ever ascending
goal.

Twelve hundred boys in one institution creates the necessity
for cleanliness in every respect and the man who expectorates on the floors of buildings, not only brands himself as
being thoroughly deficient in the qualities of a gentleman, but
at the same time endangers the health of everyone around
him. Likewise the man who is too careless in the flipping
of cigarette butts creates work for someone else and also despoils the looks of a beautiful building.
If in view of this, everyone would pause before acting, and
consider the trouble that he is causing himself and his friends,
there would be cleaner consciences, a healthier atmosphere,
and a prettier campus.

JUNIORS REGIN DAILY
DRILL JW PLATOON
Cadet-Colonel Newman To
Command Platoon Until
Junior Leader is
Chosen
Yesterday afternoon, the small parade ground was once more the scene
of a familiar activity—Junior Platoon
drill. The enthusiasm shown by the
Juniors in the initial drill proved that
we shall be able to boast a peppy organization by the time of Spring Inspection, and, although there must yet be
plenty of hard work expended before
the platoon reaches top form, we can be
sure that under the leadership of Cadet

f
X

True friendship is one of the greatest assets of life and
here in college, we have the best chance ever to make many
and lasting friends from among the pick of our generation.
Whether we take full advantage of this opportunity or subordinate it entirely to a selfish desire for advancement is up
to us. A fellow who makes friendsi to use for his own interests is a contemptible hypocrite, and only cheats himself.

T

The esteem and goodwill of our fellow-men, which comes
with honest dealings, fairness, and frankness should not be
bartered for a step on the ladder of Time. They are too
valuable.
Fame and Fortune are very desirable, but they can and
should be obtained without selling our souls in their quest.

IMPORTANT LITTLE THINGS
A sage once made the remark that the big things in life
•count most. This statement, even as other things, has its fallacy and today we find exemplified the opinion that little
things make the men of today.

5,

1931

DR. A. J. PAULUS IS NEW
MEMBERJDF FACULTY
Accepts Position As Associate
Professor of Agricultural
Education
Dr. A. J. Paulus of Cornell University recently accepted a position
here as associate professor in Agricultural Education. Dr. Paulus, who is
a graduate of Ohio State University
and who taught vocational agriculture
in Ohio, has only recently received his
doctor's degree from Cornell.
He
takes the place of Prof. I. W. Duggan
who has accepted a position with Mississippi A. & M. College as associate
professor. Prog. Duggan, who came
originally from Georgia, was connected
with the Education Department for
about three years.

IVESTOGK JUDGING
CONTEST AT CLEMSON

Teams From Agricultural Colleges of the South Will
Colonel Newman, the unit will be
Be Here
working with clock-like smoothness
when the command is turned over to a
member of the platoon.
Four squads of this platoon will
comprise Clemson's representative organization at camp this summer, and
judging from the spirit shown yesterday, we have every reason to look forward to the possession of that cup
which is given each year to the best
drilled platoon at Fort McClellan.
The exhibition drill staged by the
Junior Platoon is an exclusive feature
at Spring Inspection each year, and has
considerable influence upon Clemson's
miiltary standing.
It had been intended that the platoon
be organized earlier, but, due to
the absence of Cadet-Colonel Newman,
its organization was postponed until his
return.

The Southeastern Livestock Judging
Contest between agricultural colleges
of the South and East is to be held
at Clemson College, S. C, May 1,
1931. This will be the third contest
held since the association between colleges has been organized in the southeastern states. The first contest was
held at V. P. I. in 1929 and the
second at Morgantown, West Virginia, in 1930.
Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical College will be the host this year
to the different colleges and of course
will not enter a team in the contests.
The prizes have not yet been decided
upon.
The livestock to be judged are
hogs, sheep, beef cattle, and mules.

^

\

By the "finer things of life", we mean true friendship, culture, the esteem and goodwill of our fellow-men, and the joy
of living in general. It is so easy to become self-centered,
and to be swallowed in this great modern factory of man
machines—humans who have become efficient pieces of
mechanism, whose every thought is either directly or indirectly concerned with selfish interests, aad in whom yearnings of the heart are smothered in egotism. Often when the
top rung of the ladder seems near, they pause to look back;
and then they see the real happiness missed, and attempt to
salvage something from the wreckage, but then it is nearly
always too late to save anything except a mere fraction of
what they might have had.

Culture means a refinement or improvement of mind, morals, or taste; a discrimination between the coarseness of a
savage and the delicate tastes of a gentleman. Inanimate
machines are not cultured, and neither are these human machines which we speak of.
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CABINET

VESPERS
The Junior Council had charge of
the Vesper
Services
Sunday night.
Wallace Fridy led the devotional and
gave an excelent talk on friendship
and the requisites of a real friend.
He told of how friendship lasted to
the grave and even beyond—how real
friends would sacrifice even their lives
for each other. "A friend is a fellow
that knows everything about you and
still likes you", Following the devotional was a duet rendered by Messrs.
Barnes and Durst.
The election of officers was then
taken up and the report of the nominating committee adopted.
The following officers were elected:
President, W. W. Fridy
Vice-president, O. R. Smith
Secretary, L. Delk
The news reels were extremely
interesting.
We were shown what
the historical and romatic "Old" Madrid has become.

SENIOR

COUNCIL

The Senior council met Tuesday
evening just after supper. Much of
the time was spent in laying plans
for a house party which the council
expects to have at Blue Ridge this
spring.
Committees were appointed
to arrange the plans for the house
party. H. N. McLaurin was appointed chairman of the program
ommittee, and L. O. Clayton was chosen
as chairman of the ways and means
committee. F. W. Lee was appointed
his assistant.
It was decided that the Senior
council will hold its meetings regularly on Tuesday evenings- in the future.
Professor Burton will speak
at the meeting next Tuseday evening.

FRESHMAN COUNCIL
The Freshman Council met Thursday, February 26, for the first time
in a month. After a short devotional
by the president the Council proceded with the business on hand. A letter of encouragement was sent to
Cadet Casey, who is a member of the
Council.
There were twelve candidates for membership presented, and
nine of these twelve were elevated,
making the total membership forty.
This-number was set at the last meeting as a maximum membership. Also
plans were discussed for building a
Council Cabin on Cemetery Ridge,
but nothing definite was decided.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL

MEETING
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here? Check up on yourself by the
following article taken from the Yellow Jacket Weekly of Randolph-Macon College.
"Syracuse University issued a questionaire to its students in hopes of
discovering the reason why young people go to college. The following are
some of the so-called reasons:
Twenty, out of a hundred, because
their parents wished them to do so.
Eight in a hundred, because of the
social attractions, and but five in a
hundred, because so many friends and
relatives had done so.
Seventy-two percent entered college with a definite vocation in view.
Seventy-five percent added that they
desired to improve their culture and
ideals. Forty-eight percent particularly
stated that they desired a degree because it would allow them to secure
a higher salary and a better position.
Only two percent came to Syracuse
because of its athletic prestige."

The Y. M. C. A. Cabinet held
a meeting Monday evening at 7 :oo
o'clock. The meeting was opened with
a short devotional led by R. H. McGee. The meeting was spent chiefly
in discussing plans and setting dates
for a Cabinet retreat to be held at
Winthrop College and at Atlanta. The
Cabinet also discussed plans for taking the councils to Blue Ridge, but
no definite plan was approved. The
meeting was closed with a short
This week's prize, the hand-painted
prayer by Mr. Holtzendorff.
shaving mug, goes to a reporter of
the University of Florida Aligator,
BY THE WAY
who has very graciously presented a
few statistics concerning the length of
We are all blind until we see
the school term at the University. His
That in the human plan
figures, whiel dealing with the Florida
Nothing is worth the manking if
school, seem to be strangely suited to
It does not make the man.
those students of other schools. ExWhy build these cities glorious
tracts from the unique article follow:
If man unbuilded goes?
"After subtracting, adding, multiIn vain we build the world unless plying and dividing for several hours
The builder also grows.
he figured that the college student
The world has battle room for all attends classes less than one day eacn
Go fight to conquer if ye can,
week and only twenty-five days and
But if ye rise or if ye fall,
fourteen hours in the course of a
Be each, pray God, a gentleman.
term of nine months.
The college
student sleeps three months out of
Who ne'er has suffered, he has each nine he attends college, or one
lived but half;
Who never fell, he never strove
nor sought,
Who never wept, is stranger to a
laugh,
And he who never doubted never
thought.

Sltr^i!^

year during the course of his four
years in college. (Editor's note: From
observation, add three months to this,
if dealing with Clemson).
Nineteen hours is the average number of hours a student spends in
classrooms or on the drill fields taking into consideration holidays and
days when students "sleep" through
classes. It is found the college student spends 144 hours of his college
year in a theatre. It is found that
the college student spends 15 days and
18 hours eating.
"I am convinced in the face of
these figures," said the perspiring reporter, "that the college term is entirely too short and that people have
no ground whatsoever on which to
complain that the college term is too
long."

We think it appropriate to dedicate the following stanzas taken from
The Orange and Blue of CarsonNewman College to those candidates
out for spring football, who are now
dashing through fair and particularly
foul weather on the gridirons of our
nation.

Wonder if the author of "The Little Things in Life" drives an Austin
and plays minature golf?—The Gamecock.
I am indebted to our highly esteemed president and friend for the following clipping, which he very thoughtfully selected from The Minnesota
Daily and sent to The Tiger. It deals
with the misconception that so many
people harbor in their minds concerning the college student and the way he
is pictured by some unscrupulous
writers. The article follows:
"The student in a modern university
either works or is suspended.
He
completes a certain number of courses
with a tolerable grade, or he may no
longer have the opportunity of study.
In spite of the strident deridings of
facetious periodicals, the college student of our times studies more, worries less, and accomplishes more than
the college student of a decade or
so ago. If he lusts after a life of indolence and ease within the confines
of his college, he does so with the
knowledge that he is summoning his
own doom."

SURMISING WITH "GAN" GREEN

I
"Lives of football men remind us,
We can write our names in blood
And departing leave behind us—
Half our faces in the mud."

II
"Lives of halfbacks all remind us,
We can tackle any man.
And departing leave behind us,
Lots of skin from off our can."

u A rO A

It shouldn't change any maps, but:
During our quarantine, I've seen
on a certain door, "Cell 214".
Clemson men travel extensively as
shown by the road signs in their
rooms.
Some read as follows: "To
The Little Bad Lands", "2 Miles to
Hot Springs, South Dakota", "Endless
Caverns". ""Black Hills, S. D." "New
Mexico, U. S. Highway 64'.
Here's the cognomen for a new
fraternity, "Iota Quarter".

MODERN

WORLD

The elevator to sucecss is not running—take the stairs.
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
The following is the picture show
schedule for the next few days:
Wed., Mar. 4—The Bat Whispers
Thu., Mar. 5—Double Cross Roads
Fri., Mar. 6—The Big Trail
Sat., Mar. 7—The Big Trail
Mon., Mar. 9—Cimarron
Tue., Mar. 10—Cimarron
Wed., Mar. 11—Pardon My Gun
Others coming:
Tolable David, Just Imagine, Abraham Lincoln and The Man Who Came

Back.

WITH THE CHURCHES
SUNDAY, MARCH 8, 1931
Presbyterian Church—Sydney J. L.
Crouch, pastor. Sermon theme: "Jerusalem, Past and as Seen Today."
Baptist Church—John K. Goode,
pastor. Sermon subject: "Seeing God".
A study of Philip's request to be shown
the Father, with application to our
20th centurv living.

The Sophomore Council held a
Methodist Church—J. Owen Smith,
short meeting just after supper on pastor. Subject: "The Danger of WorTuesday evening.
No regular pro- shiping Jesus".
gram had been arranged, and most
of the time was spent in discussing
Episcopal Church—Capers Satterlee,
plans for the outing which all the rector. Subject: "Great Prayers and
councils .expected to have down on the Great Pray-ers." Ghandi and Jesus.
river Saturday evening. Mr. Holtzendorff met with the council and helped in the proparation of the plans for
the Saturday meeting. At the close
of the meting Mr. Holtzendorff dismissed he council with prayer.
Did you ever stop to think why
1336 boys came to Clemson at the I
beginning of this school year?
Do
EVENING WATCH
you think that they all came for the
same reason.
Do you thing that
The student leaders of the evening each boy left home filled with a zeal
watch groups met Friday evening to to make himself worthy of the hope,
discuss plans for beginning again trust, and confidence of his parents
regular meetings of the evening watch and well-wishers? Do you think that
groups.
Now that strict quarantine each one of the boys turned uncomprecautions are no longer necessary, fortably warm, and felt his heart
it was decided that the evening watch rapidly approaching his mouth, engroups will begin their regular nightly larging and throbbing as it came,
meetings on all the company halls when he bravely tried to tell his
Monday night, March 2.
An effort loved ones good-bye? It is extremewill be made to get more boys out to ly interesting to stand and watch
the meetings and to make the influence those long lines of grey-clad cadets
of evening watch felt to a greater pass, knowing that very few are here
extent throughout the corps.
for the same purpose. Why are you

Nothing small about this work
Reaching out to the far corners of the
earth for raw materials of telephone apparatus, is a Western Electric function
in the Bell System.
To assure adequate sources of supply,
men engaged in this work of mass purchasing continually search the entire
globe. To buy wisely, they study all
factors affecting prices — economic and
labor conditions, transportation facil-

ities, freight rates—on a world-wide
scale. Each year their purchases, worth
many millions of dollars, include such
diverse products as platinum from
Russia, mica from India, asphalt from
Venezuela, flax from Belgium and
France.
All in all, a vast and fascinating task.
For men of keen business judgment,
the opportunity is there!
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Henrietta: "Honey, are you thinking
of me?"
Bored Boy: "Oh, was I laughing?
I'm sorry, pardon me?"

Bill Ncely—Bert, what have you go:
there?
Bert Barre—A Boll weevil.
Bill Neely—What in the world are
you going to do with a bol weevil ?
Bert Barre—I'm taking him to the
"Cotton Ball" Friday night.
Stage Dancer—This is one of my
steps.
Sugar—What're you talking about?
Mary—Did that course in English
help your friend any.
Edith—Not a bit. He still ends
every sentence with a proposition.
Father—It's a great pipe. Thanks
son. And I see it's already broken in
for me.
Son—Yes—that's
your
birthday
cake.
I am firmly convinced that man is
made of dust.
The women seem to think it's gold
dust.
Do you know the Farm Relief Song.
No. Whistle it through your teeth.
A LOAN AT LAST.
Dot—So your mother says you must
tell a man to stop when he tries to
neck you?
Jane—Yes. She says that makes
them ever so much more persistent.
What's the idea of stretching this
awning between those two houses?
Oh, I'm making a house-to-house
canvas.
He—I'll never forget you.
She—I'l tell you something that will
make you forget me.
He—What is it.
She—Tomorrow is my birthday.

Sara: "Joe certainly makes some
biting remarks.
Just last night he
said he loved me madly."
Clara: "That's not a biting remark:
Sara: "Well, with Joe it is."

Myrt: "So your mother says you
"How are you coming along with
must tell a man to stop when he your reducing?"
tries to neck you?"
"I guess I must be one of those
Gert: "Yes. She says that makes poor losers."
them ever so much more persistent."
Gerty: "How did you break your
leg?"
Sam: "I threw a cigarette in A
manhole and stepped on it."

Skipper Salley: "Say, I don't know
the meaning of the word fear."
Red—I can read your mind like a
Rave Mansfield: "Well, I wouldn't book.
let a little word like that stump me,
Her—If you could, you wouldn't
look it up in the dictionary."
be sitting there.
She: "Here we are, twenty miles
from the nearest person—aren't you
thrilled?"
He: Yeh! Say wouldn't this be a
fine place to throw my old razor
blades!"
"Why do you say beer is like the
sun?"
"Because it rises in the yeast and
it sets in the vest."

Salesman: "Here is a nice pistol,
lady. It shoots nine times."
Fair One: "Say what do you think
I am—a polygamist?"

Some cadets would be hard to
identify after a wreck. Their colthes
come from all parts of the barracks.
Policeman: 'Why did you call me?
Is that man annoying you?"
Old Maid: "No, but he's trying to
get away."
Pessimist: "Why did you quit your
job?"
Sue: "The boss was so bowlegged
1 fell through his lap."

The height of optimism: Looking
in the cuckoo clock for eggs.
Hi: 'We gotta railroad up here,
safest in the world. A collision on
it is impossible."
Ram: "Impossible! How cum?"
Hi: "We only got one train.'
"Are those plus fours"?
"They were before they were washed
•—they're minus sixes now."
An optimist is a fellow who lights
a match before asking the nearby
cadet for a cigarette.
Student (on the phone) : "Hello, Constance will you go for a ride with
me to-night ?"
Boss: "Yes, if you'll let your Constance be your guide."

She: "I used to think you were
dumb when I first met you."
Ted Crain : "Realy" ?
Frank Lee: "Yes, I'm a big gun at
She: "But I wasn't sure of anyschool now."
thing in those days."
Father: "Well, then, I'd like to
hear some better reports from now
"Twenty yards for slugging," said
the referee.
on."
Old Man: "You took accounting
"Half off for pleading guilty?"
at college, didn't you son?"
Two fathers of college seniors were asked a son of a famous lawyer.
Son: "Yes, sir?"
discussing their sons.
Old Man: "Then how do you ac"Hear about the robbery at the
"Why, my son is so lazy he wants
count for the silk undies in you'
camp ?"
to open an ice factory in Alaska.'*
last laundry?"
"No. Was there much stolen?"
"Why, my son would like to get
"Everything was cleaned out. Even
a job with your son as bookkeeper."
Cop (looking at man reposing" in
the bores of the cannons were rifled."
gutter) : "Drunk?"
"Did you open the window wide?"
Insulted: "Certainly not. I'm iust
"You bet I did.
Pulled the top
. Him: "Who gave the bride away?"
holding this parking space for a half all the way down and pushed the
Shim: "I could have, but I kept
friend."
bottom half all the way up."
mv mouth shut."

Flo: "Say, who's that pretty girl
over there?"
Jim: "That's my private secretary."
Flo: "Don't kid youself, Big Boy,
I saw her out with another guy last
night."
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"Did Harold remain cool during the
battle in the Argonne?"
"Yes, he was shivering all the time"

Complicated Affair
A man was
one
day walking
along by a lunatic asylum and while
visiting in the grounds ne met a
patient to whom he said.
"How did you get here" ?
The man replied: "Well sir, you
see, I married a widow -with a growm
up daughter, and then my father
married my wife's daughter.
"That made my wife the motherin law of her father-in law and my
my father becamse my step-son. Then
my step-mother, the daughter of my
wife, had a son, and that boy of
course, was my brother because h«
was my father's son, but he was also
my wife's step-son,
and therefore,
her grandson,and that made me the
grandfather of my step-mother. Then
my wife had a son so my brotherin-law, the step-sister of my son, is also
his grandmother, because his stepsister is his wife. I am the brother of
my own son, who is also the son of
my stepmother.
"I am my mother's brother-in-law, my
wife is her own child's aunt my son
is my father's nephew, and I am my
own grandfather. Thats one reason
whv I am here, sir."

Which is larger — the white
Patterson—How long did your sen-tence last ?
Bill Campbell—Three years.
Patterson—But I thought the judge
gave you four years ?
~
Bill Campbell—Oh, I made up a year
in summer school.
Dr. Brown—Every penny I make my
wife loses playing auction bridge
Prof. Godfrey—Cheer up!
You're
not the only husband that's being
stripped for auction.

ball or the black? Don't
answer too quickly.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

Wife— Why do you keep applauding
such a poor play.
DW.—To keep awake.
Epting—Rowell says that his fraternity always regarded him. as a
valuable member.
Watson—Yes, they offered a reward
for him when he left with the treasury's
fund.

YOUR TASTE

tells the Truth!

"The jig is up", sighed the doctor as
the patient with St. Vitus dance died.
"Have you
seen Flossies
new
evening gown ?"
"No, What does it look luce?"
"Well, in most places it looks quite
a bit like Flossie."

MILDER...AND
BETTER TASTE

He: "What makes you think that
I wasn't behaving last nite?"
She: "Your wife said you were
trying to get the cuckoo clock and
the canary bird to sing a duet."
Nit: "I'm not myself to-day."
Wit: "No matter who you are now \
-you've made a good change."
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Frosh at first sorority party: "May
I sit on your right hand at dinner?"
His hostess: "I may need it to
eat, but you can hold it awhile."

?

Rabbit Martin—Shall we go outside
for a little walk?
Girl—You boys have the funniest
way of saying what you mean.

1931

"Why didn't you get your trousers
pressed ?"
"I couldn't.'
*
"Why?"
"Well, every place I'd come to
would have a sign, saying, 'Trousers
Pressed Inside.' "
"V
"Well?"
"I wanted mine pressed on the
outside."

Cheeksey La Bruce—There's a fly
in this ice cream.
Capt.
Harcombe—Yes, they
are
going out for winter sports.
D. Blackwell (To girl during Xmas
holidays)—If there's anything you'd
like to attend tonight, I'll try to
arrange it.
Best Girl—Well, it's your funeral.
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The wrangle about compulsory military training in colleges and high
schools in th" <-ountry is, apparently,
developing into a nation-wide issue. A
number o.f pacifists' organizations are
directly responsible for this bitter revolt against militarism and have been,
for the past few months, busily engaged
in distributing propaganda on the subject among the different schools. These
reformists have used rare diplomacy in
selecting as the basis for practically all
their arguments the only undesirable
phase of military training—the compulsery feature. It is perfectly obvious
that the abolishing of compulsion is not
the real objective of these organizations.
Their ultimate aim is to remove, entirely, the military science course from
the curricula of all high schools and
colleges. Whether their campaign will
prove successful or not remains to be
seen.
In our opinion it will not be successful, because we feel that college officials
will resent being dictated to by outsiders. It is the exclusive right of school
officials to decide what courses will be
offered by their respective institutions,
and if they wish to make certain of
these courses compulsory, it is their
privilege to do so. We admit that military compulsion is distateful to a large
number of students, but there is nothing
unnatural about this condition. | In every required course there is, to a certain
degree, a lack of interest and cooperation among the students. It is not human nature for every one to he interested in the same subjects. Nevertheless, a person will, undoubtedly, derive
some benefit from a subject regardless
of how indifferent his attitude may be
toward it. In spite of all his complaining and "gripeing" a student who is
compelled to take military training will
gain some valuable knowledge in discipline and leadership—two of the most
essential attributes in attaining success
in this present world of ours.

I may not live to see it, but the law of
averages will not be denied.

antine. Plans were made for the
iniation of pledges on March 14th. The
local chapter is expecting a visit from
the High Censor of the Alpha Zeta on
March 21 and plans were made for his
entertainment. A committee for communicating a news letter was appointed
before the meeting was adjourned.
Some day people will realize that
the' human knee is a joint and not
an entertainment.
Notice on Bulletin Board
If the person who took my psychology note-book will return it before exams, no questions will go unanskered.

Oh, for the good old days of weekend leaves and Monday morning hangSome girls are like a pair of sixes.
overs, when boys could be boys and
They
are hard to shake.
"Minnie" was only a girl's name.
The Citadel basketball team may not
have been so successful in winning
games this season, but no one can say
that the Corps has lost its old fighting
spirit. The free for all fracas between
the Citadel and the College of Charleston students, which followed the CitadelCharleston basketball game Saturday
night, gave forcible evidence of this
fact. But what had all the earmarks
of being an exciting fight was rudely
interrupted by the abrupt entrance of
the Charleston fire department in full
force. Not that we blame the courageous firemen for their interference; they
only "seen their duty and done it"—
even if two of their number were
wounded in the performance of said
duty. Just what measures will be taken
by the Citadel authorities toward punishing their belligerent proteges is not
yet known, and probably never will be
known. Nothing ever results from little
spisodes like that except a certain
amount of newspapr publicity and unauthentic gossip. We ought to know.
We've had our episodes.
Clemson College now bids for the
fame that is accorded Chicago. The recent Post Office robbery affords the
cadets an excellent excuse for being delinquent in their correspondence, since
it is reported that the hold-up men made
away with the entire stock of stamps
of the local P. O.

If quantity of girls means anything,
this Cotton Ball affair Friday night
ought to be good. The placing committee tells us that at least six girls have
been placed in every home on the campus except one, which, since it has only
four rooms, cannot possibly accommoOne o' these days those considerate date more than four of the fair guests.
officials of Clemson and Winthrop are And, of course, that indespensable old
going to get their dates tangled and life-saver, the Trustee House, will be
give spring holidays at the same time. utilized to some extnt.

Brother . (to one returning late) :
"Did you have a flat tire?"
Second Ditto: "No, that is why I am
late."
Economical Student: "Da you take
anything off for cash?"
Saleslady: "Sir".
Dear Sandy never takes me out,
His candy is a Rarity.
Hard times are all he talks about,
So I go in for charity
"Time for spring cleaning," said
the jeweler as he set out the watches
and clocks to be cleaned.
"Are you in the city for good?"
"No, I am an ex-sailor."

At Virginia
and Kentucky
. . . down where
tobacco grows
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STEEL under
the microscope
Burnished mirror-bright, etched in an
acid-bath, a shiny square of steel is placed
in the projector microscope in the metallography room at Crane laboratories.
To the layman, the texture disclosed is
surprising as the filigree design of magnified snowflakes. Sometimes it is like a
relief map of mountain ranges, sometimes
like finely veined marble, sometimes like
cumulous clouds.
But to the scientist in metals who judges
it with a connoisseur's eye, the surface
tells a far wider story. It discloses coarse
uneven or beautiful fine grains, tells of
disproportions and proportions of constituents in the alloy, speaks volumes
concerning malleability, ductility, hardness . . . gives a key to action of the metal
in service, all based upon knowledge of
the product.
Careful metallographic records of all
metals used in Crane valves and fittings,
painstaking microscopic examination of
all new metals offered for possible use,
are a part of the check and double check
and triple check which is routine in Crane
research and manufacturing.
The full story of Crane application of
chemistry and science to metals is told in
afascinatingbook,"Pioneeringin Science."
Itis a valuable reference book for students.
Let us send you one.

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL
STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS

college men choose

this one outstanding

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 WEST 44TH STREET

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety-six Cities

SMOKING TOBACCO

BASEBALL PRACTICE
TO START MONDAY

a *

Well folks, its here aga'n! Spring
has come and baseball is on the verge
of a grand opening. And something
else. From the appearances of our
pitchers and catchers and our letter
men of last year, we are hoping for a
state championship team for this season. It is hoped that when practice
starts next Monday there will be a
good number of prospects out. Come
on Tigers we need you!
To begin with "Nat" Watson will
be back at first and is captain of the
team. He should make a good man for
both jobs. The pitchers and catchers
began practice last Monday and the following men reported: Hoffman, Decker, Crook, and "Footsie" Davis will endeavor to take care of the pitching
assignments, also Burgess, a senior
from last year. "Red" Fordham and
Kearse are backing these men up for
this season. Both have been there before and they know how it's done.
We're looking for some good things
from these men this year so watch 'em
closely. Other letter men who are expected out Monday are: Gibson, Ramey,
Cook, Priester and Smith. Rhinehardt
will also be back this year and he's
looking mighty fine.
All the equipment, except the uniforms, is new and there's plenty of it.
The field is being conditioned and a
good schedule is being worked out by
Manager Smoak. The scheduel is in-

complete but is rapidly being made up.
When completed, it will comprise pracTHE men who go to the universities of Virginia and Kentucky
tically all the State teams and a few
know tobacco . . . they see how it
outside ones. A few practice games
grows and what makes it good.
with Jersey City have been arranged,
and will be played at an early date.
So when Virginia students, and
Jersey City will be remembered by the 1 the men who stroll down old South
Corps as the team that practiced here ! Limestone Street in Lexington,
last spring. They are practicing in
pack their pipes with Edgeworth,
Spartanburg this spring and have some
their choice tells volumes about the
good men.
These practice games,
cool, slow-burning quality of this
while they do not count in the race,
favorite smoking tobacco.
will give Coach Guyon a good idea of
It's the same story everywherehis team and allow h;m to remedy any
North, South, East and West. In
weak spots in preparation for his ac42 out of 54 leading colleges and
tual season.
universities, college men prefer the
Coach Guyon is straining his repersmooth, fragrant burley blend of
toire of tricks and good coaching on
Edgeworth. Try Edgeworth yourthe squad this year and hopes are high
self. You'll find more pleasure in
and very promising.
Coach Guyon
a pipe than you ever knew before.
will have about thirty men on the
Every tobacco store has Edgesquad but there is plenty of room for
worth, 15^ the tin. Or, for generous
the up and coming sophomores and
free sample, write to Larus & Bro.
any one else who cares to try hard for
Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
the team. Our good men can't stay
with us all the time so come on out
and show him what you have in this
line for the good of the college and
SMOKING TOBACCO
yourself. Practicing baseball in the
evening is an excellent way of reliev- Edgeworth is a blend
of fine old burleys,
ing the monotony of the quarantine.

EDGEWORTH

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
ALPHA ZETA
The Alpha Zeta Fraternity held the
first meeting of the semester Monday
night. There were a number of business details to be settled since all activities were discontinued during the quar-

with its natural savor
enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
eleventh process.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—" Heady-Rubbed "
and "Plug Slice." All
sizes, 15f! pocket
package to pound
humidor tin.

•-Afaajfc^

The most popular readyto-eat cereals served in
the dining-rooms of
American colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek. They include ALL-BRAN, Corn
Flakes, Rice Krispies,
Wheat Krumbles and
Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag
Coffee — the coffee that
lets you sleep.

START your day with a bowlful
of health. Heap Kellogg's PEP
Bran Flakes high in your dish
and get off to a good start.
These better bran flakes have
three vital elements — whole
wheat for nourishment, extra
bran for extra health — just
enough to be mildly laxative—
and that famous flavor of PEP
—the crisp, tempting taste that
only Kellogg's PEP Bran Flakes
can give you.
Enjoy them at breakfast,
lunch, after dances. Made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek. In the
red-and-green carton.

&$£

BRAN

FLAKES
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SPRING SPORTS GET UNDER WAY
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the strange surroundings, and their
characteristic fast passing game was
sadly lacking during the earlier period
of the game. The Tarheels, on the other
hand, were functioning nicely and taking
advantage of all possible breaks.
Duke had an 18-10 lead at the halfway mark, and increased it slightly in
the early part of the second half. However, the Tigers were not to be eliminated from their goal without a fight.
They seemed to be inspired all of a sudden and began a desperate effort to overcome the lead which the North Carolinians had piled up. During the closing minutes they were slowly creeping
up on their adversaries, but they began
their advaice too late and the closing
gun saw the Tigers standing on the
short end of a 31-27 score.
"Footsie" Davis, Clark, and Crain
were potent factors in the comeback
of the second period, but their combined efforts were not sufficient to overcome the lead which Duke had accumulated.

With basketball and boxing now on the shelf, the tennis
courts, cinder path, and the diamond are now sizzling with
aspirants of all kinds seeking positions on the various teams.
The diamond is being carefully prepared for a hectic season,
fences are being erected around the tennis courts, and even
casual observers may discern the activity of the laborers on
the track as they work on the running lanes and jumping
pits. In the spring a young man's fancy may turn to many
delicate and whispered subjects, but around Clemson it seems
to be devoted to free and fruitful recreation.
BASKETBALL
Followers of the court game were rudely upset following
the. defeat of the Tigers at the hands of Duke University in
the first game of the conferenc etourney. Clemson was comparatively idle the greater part of the season, but their
victories over Tennessee, Auburn, and Kentucky were evidence
in itself that the Bengals had a high class quint when they Tankmen in Fine Form for
functioned properly.
First Contest of Season

BASEBALL
Although various leagues all over the
country seem to be having considerable
difficulty in getting their full quota of
franchises, baseball seems to be in the
blood here at Clemson, and numberless
followers of the once famous national
pastime may be seen scampering around
the lower end of Rigg's field every afternoon after the elusive horsehide. Baseball seems to be losing out among the
colleges of the South. Tulane and Furman are among those cloleges who are
rather reluctantly forced to give up their
nines.
Duke, on the other hand, has recently constructed a new stadium for the use
of baseball, alone. The Tobaccoists
captured the conference title last year
under the wily tutelage of the veteran
Jack Coombs, and had several of their
stars drafted to the majors. The baby
member of the conference seems about
to surpass Alabama as a supply plant
among the southern colleges for the
major leagues.
BOXING
Clemson's boxing season cannot be
called an overwhelming success. They
lost to Louisiana State and Tulane, but
despite this the boys had a good team
and would have showed to much better
advantage if they only had had the
opportunity to display their wares. Unfortunately they did not, but this does
not detract from the willingness and
sincerity of the boys who stuck out the
practices hoping against hope that they
would be able to meet promised opponents.
They deserve some reward for their
efforts, at least one man in each division, and a coveted block would surely
not be more than they deserve.
COLLEGIATE TENNIS
The University of North Carolina,
leader in many fields of sportdom over
the concerence are now casting envious
eyes on the tennis championship. They
seem to be the logical contenders for
the throne long occupied by Tulane.
This year, however, the Tarheels have
two national champions within their
stronghold: Wilmer Hines, a South
Carolina "sandlapper", and Bryan

Grant, a Georgia "cracker". Hines is
also a member of the basketball squad.
Paired together, these boys should
not have any difficulty in capturing
the championship which Clifford Sutter
held so long for Tulane. Sutter is no
longer in school. He is participating
in a tournament in Hamilton, Bermuda,
at the present time.
COLLEGE RIOTS
Riots between the student bodies of
the College of Charleston and the Citadel seem to be chronic affairs. Last
Saturday night the cadets and the Maroons clashed in a hand to hand combat. Some of the students evidently
were not getting the desired results
with this means of combat, so they resorted to a stick-slinging, brick-throwing battle. Firemen and policemen were
called in, but several of their number
were carried to the hospital as casualties. A number of the students also received minor injuries.
The battle occurred after a basketball game between the cadets and the
Maroons, the third of a series of
games to decide the city collegiate
championship of Charleston. Each team
had won a victory over the other in
previous conflicts, and the final game
which was won by the college, as it is
known in Charleston phraseology, was
the deciding battle. The College won
30-26.
The uproar was the result of a quest
by the cadets for a bell which the Collegians usually clang rather tauntingly
in celebration of their victories. The
original bell was smashed to bits on the
Citadel quadrangle last year during a
similar riot. This year certain parties
believed that another of those tantalizing instruments had come into existence. The search which followed. resulted in the panic and the hurt feelings of mind and muscle of all concerned.
The recent riot will undoubtedly terminate the annual engagements between
these two institutions. Charleston will
tolerate political fueds, but athleic fueds
—never.

TIGERS DEFEATED BY
FAST TARHEEL TEAM
Strong Comeback in Second
Half Fails to Overcome
Lead
Duke University of North Carolina,
toppled the Tigers in their first engagement at the southern conference tournament staged in Atlanta by a 31-27 count.
The Tarheels started off with a rush
and rang up several goals before the
Tigers could accustom themselves to the
situation. The Bengals seemed awed in
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TENNIS TEAM WILL
BEGIN JORK SOON
Prospect for Team Bright
With the completion of the repairs now being made on the tennis
courts, the Tiger racqueteers will begin
practice soon. Three members of the
successful last year's team are back:
Oliver Bennett, Dozier Howard, and
Walter Lipscombe, all lettermen. There
is a wealth of new and promising
material from which. the balance of
the team will be chosen, B. Crawford,
C. Earnhardt, S. Hall, H. Goodman,
and E. B. White are the most promising candidates.

At the present matches are assured
with Wake Forest and the North
Carolina Tarheels. Others are under
consideration with Carolina, the Citadel, Furman, Wofford, Duke, Georgia
Tech, and Auburn. The completed
schedule will probably entail eight
matches.
The courts are now being rolled,
and the area separating them is to be
widened.
New posts and nets are
also to be installed and new backstops
will be built. The first three courts
have been reserved for the exclusive
use of the visiting candidates.
Yo: "How long does it take you
to dress in the morning?"
Ho: "Bout half an hour."
Yo: (bragging): "Only takes me
ten minutes."
Ho: "I wash."

Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter
the life insurance field
Old line insurance with low cost guaranteed—
not estimated

UAL SWIMMING MEET
ARRANGEDWITH EMORY

The fateful
quarantine ruptured,
shattered, and wrecked all the hopes that
Josh ever had of making another ei»
vious record for his successors to snoot
at. The defeat was Josh's last effort
to restore the Tigers to an even higher
plane—it was his swan song to the
teams he has coached, and to the cadets
and campus folk whom he has thrilled
during the four years he has been at
the helm.
His final gesture was one of sincere
hopefulness, and it is with regret to his
many admirers that he could not carry
added glory with him to his new home
in the hills of Tennessee, at Vanderbilt University, where he first made himself known to the sporting world.
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SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

On Thursday, March 19th, Clemson's
swimmers journey to Atlanta, where
they engage Emory in a dual contest.
This battle with the Methodists being
the first meet of the season.
Bozeman is booked for the breast- RiiasB
stroke. He has been doing this distance
in 1 :26.6, and Hyde is to swim the backstroke. Fisher and Rollins are the local
entries for the 220 and the 100 freestyles. In the latter distance Fisher has
hung up a mark of 63.7 and Rollins
that of 63.8. The forty yard struggle
has been regularly negotiated by Crutchfield in fast time, 21.5. Fisher, too, is
on the list for this feature. The four
i
Tigers in the quartette making up the relay team are Cruthcfield, Fisher, Jarrard
Bi
and Rollins.
Crutchfield is to lead the Bengals on
their aquatic ambulations, and Bennett U.
Rose is handling all the managerial
details.

Organized 1905
C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Building
.-:-:Greenville, S. C
Capital, Surplus and Reserves for protection of
policyholders over four million dollars.
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MITTMEN DISBAND
UNTILNEXT YEAR

— SEE —

Hoke Sloan
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YOU NEED GLOTHES
H

YOU NEED MONEY

The Tiger leatherpushers closed a
short and none too successful season
a few days ago. The quarantine played
havoc with their schedule, leaving them
only two engagements, one with Louisiana State and the other with Tulane.
Both of these matches ended 6-1, with
SEE ME TODAY, ROTC JUNIORS AND SENIORS
the Tigers' opponents on the long end
of the card. Four other matches were
scheduled but due to the jail sentence inflicted upon the battlers, they had to be issiagsimiaHaiiKis*
IHlHiiglHMillHgigi^
called off. These matches were with
Presbyterian College, Florida, South
Carolina University, and North Carolina Agricultural Institute.
Coach Joe Guyon had a lot of new
material to get into shape, but a lot
was expected of Joe's pugilistic proteges.
The following comprise the Tiger stable of "mug-punchers":
Heavyweight—Reuben Seigle; Lightheavyweight—"Big Gun" Cannon; Middleweight—"Little Gun" Cannon; WelMEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
terweight—Rogers and
Huckabee;
Lightweight—Bane and Geraty; Featherweight—"Buster" Pearson; Bantamweight—Kennemur.
"Wootsie" Gantt was cut from the
roster on the lone trip of the aggregation due to the fact that he was unable
to train down to his weight limit at
We Are Always Glad To See You
the time of the bouts. A great deal was
expected of "Woots", in his berth of alternate captain, this year.
Coach Guyon is losing two letter
men: Gantt and Cannon. Pearson, who
was not here last year, made a good
battler and will be missed although not
a letter man. Coach Guyon should have
some good material coming up, and
should be able to put a much better
team in the ring next year.

I CAN TAKE CARE OF YOU
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